This series was considered by I. Kasara in [5] , in which he asserted that (1) «S
(x)=x + O(xΛo%x)r
This assertion is not correct as it stands. We shall show that An estimate from prime number theory [4, §22.18 ] and a small calculation give, for each fixed k,
This relation and (3) suggest formula (1) . However, (4) does not hold uniformly in /c, so this argument does not even show that S(x) ~ ex. The formula defining S can now be rewritten as
The last formula is of the type that appears in the theory of Beurling generalized prime numbers, with
Viewed from this perspective, (1) is suspicious, because special conditions are required in order that a Beurling generalized number system should have density exactly 1. We prove (2) with the aid of Theorem 3.3b of [3] : Suppose f and s satisfy ( Thus, c = exp(γ' -γ -log log 2) -1.24292, and we can take a to be any number less than 1 in Theorem 3.3b of [3] . This proves (2) . We note in conclusion that if it is assumed that S{x) ~ ex, then the constant c can be evaluated by an Abelian argument. We use the formula σ -l
